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ABSTRACT
We present X-ray, optical, near-infrared (IR), and radio observations of GRBs 110709B and 111215A, as
well as optical and near-IR observations of their host galaxies. The combination of X-ray detections and deep
optical/near-IR limits establish both bursts as “dark”. Sub-arcsecond positions enabled by radio detections
lead to robust host galaxy associations, with optical detections that indicate z . 4 (110709B) and z≈ 1.8 − 2.7
(111215A). We therefore conclude that both bursts are dark due to substantial rest-frame extinction. Using the
radio and X-ray data for each burst we find that GRB 110709B requires AhostV & 5.3 mag and GRB 111215A
requires AhostV & 8.5 mag (z = 2). These are among the largest extinction values inferred for dark bursts to
date. The two bursts also exhibit large neutral hydrogen column densities of NH,int & 1022 cm−2 (z = 2) as
inferred from their X-ray spectra, in agreement with the trend for dark GRBs. Moreover, the inferred values
are in agreement with the Galactic AV − NH relation, unlike the bulk of the GRB population. Finally, we find
that for both bursts the afterglow emission is best explained by a collimated outflow with a total beaming-
corrected energy of Eγ + EK ≈ (7 − 9)× 1051 erg (z = 2) expanding into a wind medium with a high density,
M˙ ≈ (6 − 20)× 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 (n ≈ 100 − 350 cm−3 at ≈ 1017 cm). While the energy release is typical of long
GRBs, the inferred density may be indicative of larger mass loss rates for GRB progenitors in dusty (and hence
metal rich) environments. This study establishes the critical role of radio observations in demonstrating the
origin and properties of dark GRBs. Observations with the JVLA and ALMA will provide a sample with sub-
arcsecond positions and robust host associations that will help to shed light on obscured star formation and the
role of metallicity in GRB progenitors.
Subject headings: gamma rays: bursts — dust — extinction
1. INTRODUCTION
Long-duration gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) have been linked
to the deaths of massive stars, and hence to star forma-
tion activity, through their association with star forming
galaxies (e.g., Djorgovski et al. 1998; Fruchter et al. 2006;
Wainwright et al. 2007) and with Type Ic supernova explo-
sions (e.g., Woosley & Bloom 2006). Across a wide range
of cosmic history a substantial fraction of the star forma-
tion activity (∼ 70% at the peak of the star formation history,
z∼ 2 − 4) is obscured by dust, with about 15% of the total star
formation rate density occurring in ultra-luminous infrared
galaxies (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2009; Reddy & Steidel 2009;
Murphy et al. 2011). As a result, we expect some GRBs to
occur in dusty environments that will diminish or completely
extinguish their optical (and perhaps even near-IR) afterglow
emission. Such events can be used as signposts for the loca-
tions and relative fraction of obscured star formation across a
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wide redshift range. In addition, they can provide insight into
the role of metallicity in GRB progenitors since dusty envi-
ronments generally require substantial metallicity.
These so-called optically-dark GRBs are indeed known
to exist (e.g., Groot et al. 1998; Djorgovski et al. 2001;
Fynbo et al. 2001; Piro et al. 2002), but the lack of an opti-
cal detection does not necessarily point to dust obscuration.
Most prosaically, the lack of detected optical emission may
be due to inefficient follow-up observations, or to intrinsi-
cally dim events (e.g., Berger et al. 2002). Another potential
origin of dark bursts is a high redshift, with the optical emis-
sion suppressed by Lyα absorption at λobs . 1216Å×(1 + z)
(Haislip et al. 2006; Salvaterra et al. 2009; Tanvir et al. 2009;
Cucchiara et al. 2011). Such events are clearly of great inter-
est since a dropout above∼ 1 µm points to z & 7, while events
which are also dark in the near-IR can potentially arise at
z & 18 (K-band dropout). Naturally, high redshift bursts will
also lack host galaxy detections in the optical band. On the
other hand, their afterglow emission redward of the Lyα break
will follow the expected synchrotron spectrum (Fν ∝ ν−β)
with β ≈ 0.5 − 1 (Sari et al. 1998).
To determine whether a burst is genuinely dark, due to
extinction or to a high redshift rather than to an inefficient
search, it is common to compare the observed limits with the
expected optical/near-IR brightness based on the X-ray after-
glow. This approach relies on the simple power law shape of
the afterglow synchrotron emission. One definition of dark
bursts uses an optical to X-ray spectral index of βOX . 0.5
(β is the slope of the synchrotron spectrum in log space; see
Jakobsson et al. 2004 for details), since this is the shallow-
est expected slope in the standard afterglow model. A vari-
2ant of this condition uses knowledge of the X-ray spectral
index (βX), and defines bursts as dark if βOX − βX . −0.5
(van der Horst et al. 2009), since this is the shallowest ex-
pected relative slope. These definitions can reveal evidence
for dust extinction even if an optical afterglow is detected.
This approach has been used by several groups to identify
and study dark bursts. In the pre-Swift sample Jakobsson et al.
(2004) found that about 10% of the bursts are dark, while
Kann et al. (2006) found a mean extinction of AhostV ≈ 0.2
mag, indicating that most events are not dark. Schady et al.
(2007) studied several bursts with Swift X-ray and UV/optical
detections and found a mean extinction level of AhostV ≈ 0.3
mag, and that bursts which are dark blueward of V -band are
likely to have rest-frame extinction about an order of magni-
tude larger. Melandri et al. (2008) used rapid optical observa-
tions of 63 Swift bursts and found that about 50% showed ev-
idence of mild extinction. A similar conclusion was reached
by Cenko et al. (2009) based on rapid optical observations
of 29 Swift bursts, with an 80% detection fraction, but with
roughly half exhibiting suppression with respect to the X-
ray emission. A follow-up study of the latter sample by
Perley et al. (2009a) aimed at identifying host galaxies in the
optical (thereby ruling out a high redshift origin) and found
that . 7% of Swift bursts are located at z & 7. The major-
ity of the dark bursts in their sample instead require AhostV & 1
mag, with a few cases reaching ∼ 2 − 6 mag. Melandri et al.
(2012) studied a complete sample of 58 bright Swift bursts,
of which 52 have known redshifts and found that the fraction
of dark bursts is about 30%, mainly due to extinction (nearly
all the dark bursts in their sample have z . 4). Thus, the af-
terglow emission of ∼ 1/3 − 1/2 of all GRBs are affected by
dust, although in most cases the required extinction is mod-
est, AhostV ≈ 0.3 mag (Kann et al. 2006; Schady et al. 2007;
Perley et al. 2009b; Greiner et al. 2011). There are only a few
known cases with large extinction of AhostV ∼ few mag.
Concurrent studies of the neutral hydrogen column den-
sity distribution, inferred from the X-ray afterglow spectra,
suggest that dark bursts exhibit systematically larger values
of NH,int & 1022 cm−2 compared to bursts with little or no
extinction, which have a median of NH,int ≈ 4× 1021 cm−2
(Campana et al. 2012; Margutti et al. 2012). On the other
hand, the measured extinction for GRBs is generally lower
than expected based on the values of NH,int and the Galactic
AV − NH relation, previously attributed to dust destruction by
the bright X-ray/UV emission (e.g., Galama & Wijers 2001;
Schady et al. 2007; Perley et al. 2009b).
Finally, the host galaxies of at least some dark bursts appear
to be redder, more luminous, more massive, and more metal
rich than the hosts of optically-bright GRBs (Berger et al.
2007; Perley et al. 2009b; Levesque et al. 2010; Perley et al.
2011a; Krühler et al. 2011), potentially indicating that the ex-
tinction is interstellar in origin rather than directly associ-
ated with the burst environment. One specific example is
GRB 030115, not only one of the first examples of a heavily
extinguished GRB afterglow, but residing in a host classified
as an extremely red object (ERO; Levan et al. 2006). Some
host galaxies of optically-bright bursts have been detected in
the radio and (sub)millimeter ranges (e.g., Tanvir et al. 2004,
indicating obscured star formation rates of ∼ 102 − 103 M⊙
yr−1 (Berger et al. 2003a). This suggests that the dust dis-
tribution within the host galaxies is patchy and that not all
GRBs in dusty host galaxies are necessarily dust-obscured
(Berger et al. 2003a; Perley et al. 2009b). Further work by
Svensson et al. (2012) indicates that dark GRB host galax-
ies may be systematically redder and more massive than op-
tically bright GRB host galaxies and have lower metallicity
than sub-millimeter galaxies, leading to prior biases in GRB
host galaxy population studies.
Here we present multi-wavelength observations that reveal
two of the darkest known bursts to date, GRBs 110709B
and 111215A. These events have such large rest-frame ex-
tinction that they lack any afterglow detection in the optical
and near-IR bands (to λobs ≈ 2.2 µm) despite rapid follow-
up. However, both events are detected in the radio, pro-
viding sub-arcsecond positions and secure associations with
host galaxies detected in the optical. This allows us to rule
out a high redshift origin, while the combination of radio
and X-ray data place robust lower limits on the rest-frame
extinction, with AhostV & 5.3 and & 8.5 mag (for z = 2), re-
spectively. The radio and X-ray data also allow us to deter-
mine the explosion properties and the circumburst densities.
This study demonstrates that radio detections with the JVLA,
and soon the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA), provide a promising path to accurate localization of
dark GRBs, robust estimates of the extinction in the absence
of any optical/near-IR detections, and a comparative study of
their explosion properties and parsec-scale environments.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We describe the multi-
wavelength observations of GRBs 110709B and 111215A and
their host galaxies in §2. These observations establish that
both events are dark due to extinction. We model the ra-
dio and X-ray data to extract the minimum required extinc-
tion, as well as the explosion and circumburst properties in
§3. In §4 we place the large inferred extinction values and
the inferred burst properties within the framework of existing
samples of optically-bright and dark bursts. We summarize
the results and note key future directions in §5. Through-
out the paper we report magnitudes in the AB system (un-
less otherwise noted) and use Galactic extinction values of
E(B − V ) ≈ 0.044 mag for GRB 110709B and E(B − V ) ≈
0.057 mag for GRB 111215A (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
We use the standard cosmological parameters: H0 = 71 km s−1
Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.73, and ΩM = 0.27.
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Discovery and Burst Properties
2.1.1. GRB 110709B
GRB 110709B was discovered on 2011 July 9 at 21:32:39
UT (Cummings et al. 2011a) by the Swift Burst Alert Tele-
scope (BAT; 15−150 keV; Barthelmy et al. 2005), and by
Konus-WIND (20 keV−5 MeV; Golenetskii et al. 2011).
Swift X-ray Telescope (XRT; 0.3−10 keV; Burrows et al.
2005) observations commenced at δt ≈ 80 s (Cummings et al.
2011a), localizing the X-ray afterglow to RA=10h58m37.08s,
Dec=−23◦27′17.6′′ (J2000), with an uncertainty of 1.4′′ (90%
containment, UVOT-enhanced; Beardmore et al. 2011a).
Swift UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005) ob-
servations began at δt ≈ 90 s, but no afterglow candidate
was identified to a 3σ limit of ≈ 21.1 mag in the white filter
(Cummings et al. 2011a). A large flare was detected with the
BAT, XRT, and Konus-WIND at δt ≈ 11 min with an intensity
comparable to the main event (Barthelmy et al. 2011a).
Zhang et al. (2012) presents a detailed analysis of the
prompt emission. The initial trigger had a duration and flu-
ence in the BAT 15 − 150 keV band of T90 ≈ 56 s and Fγ =
(8.95+0.29
−0.62)× 10−6 erg cm−2, while the flare had T90 ≈ 259 s
3and Fγ = (1.34+0.05
−0.07)× 10−5 erg cm−2 (Zhang et al. 2012). No
emission was detected in the BAT band at δt ≈ 180 − 485 s.
Combining both events, the resulting duration is T90 ≈ 846±6
s (Cummings et al. 2011b). The initial trigger had a fluence
in the Konus-WIND 20 − 5000 keV band of (2.6±0.2)×10−5
erg cm−2. Zhang et al. (2012) calculate the total fluence in the
Swift/XRT band to be 4.07 ± 0.56 ×10−6 erg cm−2.
2.1.2. GRB 111215A
GRB 111215A was discovered on 2011 December 15 at
14:04:08 UT by the Swift/BAT (Oates et al. 2011). Swift/XRT
observations began at δt ≈ 409 s and localized the X-ray
afterglow to RA=23h18m13.29s, Dec=+32◦29′38.4′′, with
an uncertainty of 1.4′′ (90% containment, UVOT-enhanced;
Beardmore et al. 2011b). No afterglow candidate was iden-
tified by the UVOT to a 3σ limit of & 21.7 mag in the
white filter (Oates 2011). The duration and fluence are T90 ≈
796 s and Fγ = (4.5± 0.5)× 10−6 erg cm−2 (15 − 150 keV;
Barthelmy et al. 2011b).
2.2. X-ray Observations
2.2.1. GRB 110709B
We analyzed the XRT data using the HEASOFT package
(v6.11) and corresponding calibration files. We utilized stan-
dard filtering and screening criteria, and generated a count-
rate light curve following the prescriptions by Margutti et al.
(2010). The data were re-binned with the requirement of a
minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 4 in each temporal bin.
The XRT data exhibit significant spectral evolution during
the early bright phase (δt . 1 ks), with spectral hardening
when the burst re-brightened at ∼ 11 min. Due to this varia-
tion, we performed a time-resolved spectral analysis, accumu-
lating signal over time intervals defined to contain a minimum
of about 1000 photons. Spectral fitting was done with Xspec
(v12.6; Arnaud 1996), assuming a photoelectrically absorbed
power law model and a Galactic neutral hydrogen column
density of NH,MW = 5.6×1020 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005). We
extracted a spectrum in a time interval when no spectral evo-
lution was apparent (15 − 150 ks) and used this to estimate the
contribution of additional absorption. We find that the data
are best modeled by an absorbed power-law11 model with a
spectral photon index of Γ = 2.3± 0.1 and excess absorption
of NH,int = (1.4± 0.2)× 1021 cm−2 at z = 0 (90% c.l., C-stat
= 559 for 604 degrees of freedom). The excess absorption
was used as a fixed parameter in the time-resolved spectral
analysis, allowing us to derive a count-to-flux conversion fac-
tor for each spectrum. The resulting unabsorbed 0.3 − 10 keV
flux light curve properly accounts for spectral evolution of the
source. We note that for the purpose of display in Figure 1
we binned the XRT data by orbit at δt . 2 d and by multiple
orbits thereafter.
We also observed GRB 110709B for 15 ks with the Ad-
vanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS-S) on-board the
Chandra X-ray Observatory on 2011 July 23.60 UT (δt ≈
13.7 d). The afterglow is detected with a count rate of
(4.1± 0.5)× 10−3 s−1 (0.5 − 8 keV), corresponding to an un-
absorbed 0.3 − 10 keV flux of (6.0±0.7)×10−14 erg s−1 cm−2
using the XRT spectral parameters. Relative astrometry with
the Chandra position will be discussed in §2.6. A second, 9
ks Chandra/ACIS-S observation was performed on 2011 Oc-
tober 31.83 UT (δt ≈ 113.4 d). The X-ray afterglow is not
11 tbabs× ztbabs× pow
detected to a 3σ limit of . 9×10−15 erg s−1 cm−2, well above
the extrapolation of the early light curve to this epoch (Fig-
ure 1).
At δt & 12 d the XRT light curve flattens to a level of about
10−13 erg s−1 cm−2. The Chandra observations reveal that this
is due to a contaminating source located about 3.8′′ from the
GRB position, well within the point spread function (PSF) of
XRT. We subtract the flux of this source, (6.0± 0.7)× 10−14
erg s−1 cm−2, from the XRT light curve of GRB 110709B in
Figure 1.12
2.2.2. GRB 111215A
We analyzed the XRT data for GRB 111215A in the same
manner described above. At δt . 2 ks the light curve ex-
hibits flares with a hard-to-soft spectral evolution. To ob-
tain a reliable estimate of the intrinsic neutral hydrogen ab-
sorption in addition to the Galactic value (NH,MW = 5.5×1020
cm−2; Kalberla et al. 2005), we extracted a spectrum collect-
ing the photon count data in the time interval 5 − 2000 ks,
when no spectral evolution is apparent. The data are best
modeled by an absorbed power-law with Γ = 2.2± 0.1 and
NH,int = (3.1± 0.4)× 1021 cm−2 at z = 0 (90% c.l., C-stat =
499.13 for 512 degrees of freedom). The resulting unabsorbed
0.3 − 10 keV flux light curve is shown in Figure 2.
2.3. Optical/Near-IR Afterglow Limits
2.3.1. GRB 110709B
We observed GRB 110709B with the Gemini Multi-Object
Spectrograph (GMOS; Hook et al. 2004) on the Gemini-
South 8-m telescope in r-band on 2011 July 10.03 and 13.96
UT (δt ≈ 3.2 hr and ≈ 4.1 d). We analyzed the data with
the gemini package in IRAF, but did not detect any sources
within the XRT error circle to 3σ limits of & 23.8 mag
(δt ≈ 3.2 hr) and & 25.1 mag (δt ≈ 4.1 d). A comparison of
the early r-band limit (Fν,opt . 1.1 µJy) to the X-ray flux den-
sity at the same time (Fν,X ≈ 4.0 µJy) indicates an optical to
X-ray spectral index βOX . −0.2. This is substantially flatter
than the minimum expected spectral index of βOX = 0.5, in-
dicating that GRB 110709B is a dark burst; for βOX = 0.5 the
expected r-band brightness is ≈ 19 mag. Similarly, relative
to the X-ray spectral index we find βOX −βX . −1.5, clearly
satisfying the dark burst condition βOX −βX . −0.5.
We also observed the burst with the Gamma-Ray Burst
Optical/Near-Infrared Detector (GROND; Greiner et al. 2007,
2008) mounted on the Max Planck Gesellschaft / European
Southern Observatory 2.2-m telescope at La Silla Observa-
tory starting on 2011 July 9.94 UT (δt ≈ 1 hr) simultaneously
in g ′r ′i ′z ′JHKs, with an average seeing of 1.5′′ and an av-
erage airmass of 1.3. We analyzed the data using standard
pyraf/IRAF tasks, following the procedures described in
Krühler et al. (2008). We calibrated the optical channels with
zero-points computed during photometric conditions, and the
near-IR channels using stars in the 2MASS catalog. Calibra-
tion uncertainties vary in the range 0.02 − 0.12 mag for JHKs,
and we add these systematic errors with the statistical errors
in quadrature. We do not detect any source in the individual or
stacked images within the XRT error circle. The upper limits
are listed in Table 1, derived by forcing the photometry at the
position of the radio counterpart (§2.4). A comparison of the
12 We note that the flux from the contaminating source is constant between
the two epochs of Chandra, and rules out any origin as a lensed counterpart
of the GRB, which may have caused the two γ-ray triggers.
4Ks band limit at δt ≈ 2.7 hr (Fν,NIR . 69 µJy) to the X-ray flux
density at the same time indicates a near-IR to X-ray slope of
. 0.35, indicating that GRB 110709B is a dark burst in the
near-IR as well.
The absence of optical/near-IR emission can be due to dust
extinction, or alternatively to a high redshift, z & 18 based on
the Ks-band non-detection. We rule out a high redshift origin
in §2.6.
2.3.2. GRB 111215A
Several optical afterglow searches on timescales of δt ≈ 7
min to 6.8 hr led to non-detections of an afterglow with
limits of & 17.5 − 22.8 mag in various filters (Xin 2011;
Xu 2011; Usui 2011; Pandey 2011; Gorbovskoy et al. 2011;
Aceituno et al. 2011; Rumyantsev 2011). The deepest optical
limit is mR & 22.8 mag at a mid-time of δt ≈ 37 min (Xu
2011), corresponding to a flux density of Fν,opt . 2.3 µJy.
Near-IR observations also led to non-detections (D′Avanzo
2011; Tanvir et al. 2011), with the deepest limit being mK &
19.3 mag (Vega) at δt ≈ 0.20 d (Tanvir et al. 2011), corre-
sponding to Fν,NIR . 12 µJy.
A comparison of the deepest optical limit to the X-ray flux
density at the same time (Fν,X≈ 54 µJy) indicates βOX . −0.5.
Similarly, a comparison of the deepest near-IR limit to the
X-ray flux density at the same time (Fν,X ≈ 4.2 µJy) indi-
cates βNIRX . 0.15. In comparison to the X-ray spectral in-
dex we find βOX −βX . −1.7 and βNIRX −βX . −1.05. Thus,
GRB 111215A is a dark burst in the optical and near-IR. As
in the case of GRB 110709B, the absence of optical/near-IR
emission can be due to dust extinction, or alternatively to a
high redshift, z & 18 based on the Ks-band non-detection.
2.4. JVLA Centimeter Observations
2.4.1. GRB 110709B
We observed GRB 110709B with the NRAO Karl G. Jansky
Array (JVLA) beginning on 2011 July 11.97 UT (δt ≈ 2.1 d)
at a mean frequency of 5.8 GHz and detected a single, unre-
solved radio source within the XRT error circle. This detec-
tion provided the first accurate position for the burst. Follow-
up observations demonstrated that the source initially bright-
ened and subsequently faded away, establishing it as the radio
afterglow of GRB 110709B.
All observations utilized the WIDAR correlator
(Perley et al. 2011b) with ∼ 2 GHz bandwidth. We cal-
ibrated and analyzed the data using standard procedures in
the Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS; Greisen
2003). We excised edge channels and channels affected by
radio frequency interference, reducing the effective band-
width by∼ 25% at 5.8 GHz. Due to the low declination of the
source we also excised data when > 2 m of a given antenna
was shadowed by another antenna. For the observation at
21.8 GHz we performed reference pointing at 8.4 GHz and
applied the pointing solutions, per standard high frequency
observing procedures. We observed 3C286 for band-pass and
flux calibration and interleaved observations of J1048−1909
for gain calibration every 3 m at 21.8 GHz and J1112−2158
every 4 m at 5.8 GHz. The resulting flux densities at 5.8
and 21.8 GHz are listed in Table 2. The uncertainties are 1σ
statistical errors, and we note an additional uncertainty in the
absolute flux scaling of ∼ 5%. The 5.8 GHz light curve is
shown in Figure 1.
Finally, to determine the position of the radio afterglow
we fit the source in each image with a Gaussian profile
(AIPS task JMFIT), and calculated the mean radio position
weighted by the resulting statistical uncertainties. We find
a weighted mean position of RA=10h58m37.113s (±0.001),
Dec=−23◦27′16.76′′ (±0.02).
2.4.2. GRB 111215A
We observed GRB 111215A with the JVLA beginning on
2011 December 17.00 UT (δt ≈ 1.4 d), and subsequently de-
tected the radio afterglow starting at δt ≈ 3.35 d. Observations
between 1.4 and 140 days were obtained at mean frequencies
of 5.8, 8.4 and 21.8 GHz. We used 3C48 for band-pass and
flux calibration and interleaved observations of J2311+3425
every∼4 m for gain calibration at 21.8 GHz and J2340+2641
every ∼5.5 m for gain calibration at 5.8 and 8.4 GHz. The
data were analyzed in the same manner described above, and
the resulting flux densities are listed in Table 3. The light
curves are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
We obtain a weighted mean position from all 21.8
GHz detections of RA=23h18m13.314s (±0.004),
Dec=+32◦29′39.07′′ (±0.06). The JVLA data (along with
CARMA observations: §2.5) provide the only sub-arcsecond
position for GRB 111215A.
2.5. Millimeter Observations
2.5.1. GRB 110709B
GRB 110709B was observed at a frequency of 345
GHz with the Large APEX Bolometer Camera (LABOCA;
Siringo et al. 2009) on the Atacama Pathfinder Experiment
(APEX) telescope beginning on 2011 July 11.90 UT (δt ≈ 2.0
d). No submillimeter counterpart was detected to a 3σ upper
limit of . 6.9 mJy (de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2011).
2.5.2. GRB 111215A
We observed GRB 111215A with the Submillimeter Array
(SMA; Ho et al. 2004) beginning on 2011 December 18.15
UT (δt ≈ 2.7 d) at 230 GHz with 8 GHz bandwidth. We
performed gain calibration using J2311+344 and J2236+284,
band-pass calibration using 3C84, and flux calibration using
real-time measurements of the system temperatures, with ob-
servations of Uranus and Callisto to set the overall flux scale
(accurate to about 10%). We calibrated the data using the
MIR software package, and analyzed and imaged the obser-
vation with MIRIAD. We do not detect the GRB afterglow to
a 3σ limit of . 2.6 mJy.
We also observed GRB 111215A with the Combined Ar-
ray for Research in Millimeter Astronomy (CARMA) begin-
ning on 2011 December 16.97 UT (δt ≈ 1.38 d) at 93 GHz,
and continued observations for ≈ 16 d; see Table 3. We
used Neptune as the primary flux calibrator, and J1824+568
and J1638+573 as band-pass and gain calibrators, respec-
tively. The overall uncertainty in the absolute flux calibra-
tion is ∼ 15%. We calibrated and visualized the data with
the MIRIAD software package (Sault et al. 1995, 2011), and
measured the flux densities with AIPS for consistency with
the JVLA observations (Table 3).
We fit the position of the detected mm afterglow in each
epoch with a Gaussian fixed to the beam size, and com-
pute the mean position, weighted by the uncertainty in
each epoch, leading to RA=23h18m13.321s (±0.007) and
Dec=+32◦29′39.04′′ (±0.07). This position is consistent with
the Swift/X-ray position.
2.6. Host Galaxy Observations and Redshift Constraints
52.6.1. GRB 110709B
We obtained Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations
of GRB 110709B with the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3;
Kimble et al. 2008) on 2011 November 8.94 UT (δt ≈ 122
d) using the ultra-violet imaging spectrograph (UVIS) with
the F606W filter, and on 2011 November 12.94 UT (δt ≈ 126
d) using the infrared (IR) channel with the F160W filter (PI:
Levan). One orbit of observations was obtained in each fil-
ter, with exposure times of 2610 s (F606W) and 2480 s
(F160W). The data were processed using multidrizzle
(Fruchter & Hook 2002; Koekemoer et al. 2006) with output
pixel scales set at 0.02′′ and 0.07′′, respectively.
To locate the absolute radio and X-ray afterglow positions
on the HST images we tie the F606W and F160W images
to the 2MASS reference frame using a wider field Gemini-
South GMOS r-band image as an intermediary. Using 20
common sources with 2MASS, the absolute astrometry of
the Gemini image has an rms scatter of σGMOS−2MASS = 0.15′′
in each coordinate. The HST images are tied to the GMOS
image using 30 common sources with a resulting rms scat-
ter of σHST−GMOS = 0.03′′ in each coordinate. We further re-
fine the Chandra afterglow position relative to the HST as-
trometric frame using a single common source. This leads to
a shift in the X-ray position of δRA = −0.10′′ (−0.07′′) and
δDec = +0.20′′ (+0.18′′) relative to the F606W (F160W) ref-
erence frame. There are no common sources between the HST
and JVLA images.
The resulting uncertainty in the radio afterglow position in
the HST reference frame is dominated by the absolute astrom-
etry, and corresponds to a radius of 0.22′′ (1σ; the centroid
uncertainty of the radio position is only 0.02′′ in each coor-
dinate). The uncertainty in the X-ray afterglow position is
reduced by the relative tie of the Chandra and HST reference
frames, leading to a radius of 0.10′′ (1σ; the centroid uncer-
tainty of the Chandra position is about 0.08′′ in each coordi-
nate). Within the uncertainty regions we find a single galaxy
in both HST images (Figure 4), which we identify as the host
of GRB 110709B. Photometry of this source using the tabu-
lated WFC3 zeropoints gives mF606W = 26.78± 0.17 AB mag
and mF160W = 25.13±0.10 mag, corrected for Galactic extinc-
tion.
To determine the probability of chance coincidence, Pcc(<
δR) = 1 − exp[−π(δR)2σ(≤ m)], we use the galaxy number
counts, σ(≤ m) = 100.33(m−24)−2.32 arcsec−2 (Hogg et al. 1997;
Beckwith et al. 2006). For the XRT error circle we infer
Pcc≈ 0.1, while for the more precise JVLA and Chandra posi-
tions we find Pcc ≈ 0.006 and≈ 0.001, respectively. Thus, the
sub-arcsecond radio and X-ray positions enable a robust asso-
ciation with the galaxy, while the XRT position alone would
have led to marginal confidence. This is essential since the
detection of the host galaxy in the F606W filter limits the red-
shift to z . 4, indicating that GRB 110709B is dark due to
extinction and not a z & 18 origin.
At z∼ 2, the observed F606W band samples the rest-frame
UV emission from the host galaxy. Based on the observed
flux density we infer a star formation rate of SFR≈ 1 M⊙ yr−1
(Kennicutt 1998), not corrected for possible galactic-scale ex-
tinction.
2.6.2. GRB 111215A
We obtained i-band observations of GRB 111215A with
GMOS on the Gemini-North 8-m telescope on 2011 De-
cember 23.21 UT (δt ≈ 7.6 d), with a total exposure time
of 2160 s in 0.9′′ seeing. Astrometric matching to the
2MASS catalog using 30 common sources reveals a galaxy
within the enhanced XRT error circle at RA=23h18m13.317s,
Dec=+32◦29′38.77′′, with an uncertainty of about 0.16′′ in
each coordinate (absolute) and an uncertainty of about 0.06′′
in the galaxy centroid; see Figure 5. We also obtained imaging
observations with the Low-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck I 10-m telescope on 2012
July 15.20 UT (δt = 212.6 d) in the g- and I-band filters.
Taking into account the uncertainty in the JVLA radio after-
glow position (0.06′′ in each coordinate), the resulting over-
all uncertainty in the location of the afterglow on the Gemini
image is 0.26′′ radius (1σ). Similarly, the uncertainty in the
CARMA mm afterglow position (0.08′′ in each coordinate)
leads to an overall uncertainty of 0.27′′ radius (1σ). The re-
sulting offset between the host centroid and radio positions is
0.30± 0.26′′.
Photometry of the galaxy relative to the SDSS catalog re-
sults in a brightness of mg = 24.50± 0.15 mag and mi =
23.64±0.05 mag corrected for Galactic extinction. The prob-
ability of chance coincidence for this galaxy within the XRT
error circle is Pcc ≈ 0.01, with a slightly lower probability of
≈ 7× 10−3 using the radio position, dominated by the phys-
ical extent of the galaxy of about 1′′. Given the low chance
coincidence probability we consider this galaxy to be the host
of GRB 111215A.
To determine the redshift of the host we obtained an 1800 s
spectrum with LRIS, using a 0.7′′ slit with the 400/3400 grism
in the blue arm and the 400/8500 grating in the red arm, pro-
viding effectively continuous wavelength coverage from the
atmospheric cutoff to 10280 Å (with a total throughput within
50% of peak to about 10030 Å). The slit was oriented to
cover the host galaxy, as well as the fainter extended source to
the northeast. The spectra were reduced using standard tech-
niques implemented in a custom pipeline.
We detect continuum emission from both galaxies on the
blue side, and from the host galaxy on the red side. We
identify only one emission feature from the nearby galaxy, a
marginally resolved line centered at 8019 Å. Interpreted as the
[O II]λ3727 doublet, this indicates a redshift13 of z = 1.152.
We do not identify any emission lines from the host galaxy.
Given that the galaxy is reasonably bright in g- and i-band
and is expected to be actively star-forming, the lack of emis-
sion lines indicates that z & 1.8 (from the non-detection of
[O II]λ3727 to 10030 Å) and z . 2.7 (from the absence of a
break due to the Lyman limit to 3400 Å).
At z ∼ 1.8 − 2.7, the observed i- and g-band fluxes trace
the host galaxy rest-frame UV emission. The observed color
of g − i≈ 0.85± 0.20 mag is indicative of extinction; for ex-
ample, it is well-matched to the observed color of Arp 220, a
local ULIRG. Using the observed i-band flux density, which
is less susceptible to extinction corrections, we infer SFR ≈
15 − 30 M⊙ yr−1 (z = 1.8 − 27), which should be considered as
a minimum value due to the uncertain extinction.
3. AFTERGLOW MODELING AND REST-FRAME EXTINCTION
GRBs 110709B and 111215A are dark in both the optical
and near-IR bands due to rest-frame dust extinction; a high-
redshift origin is ruled out by the association with optically-
detected host galaxies. It is also of note that for extreme red-
13 We also examined the possibility of alternative line identifications and
redshifts, but these would imply the detection of other spectral lines else-
where that are not observed.
6shifts (z > 18), the NH,int implied by the observed excess in
the X-ray spectra would be very high (e.g. > 1024 cm−2),
further supporting the rejection of an extreme redshift for ei-
ther event. In addition to providing accurate localizations and
hence secure host associations, the radio data also allow us to
determine the properties of the bursts and their local environ-
ments. This not only provides a more robust measure of the
required rest-frame extinction than using βOX alone (which
requires an assumption about the location of the synchrotron
cooling frequency), but it also allows us to compare the ex-
plosion properties of dark and optically-bright bursts.
We model the radio and X-ray data for GRBs 110709B
and 111215A using the standard afterglow synchrotron model
(Granot & Sari 2002; Sari et al. 1999) to: (i) determine the
expected optical and near-IR brightness, and hence the re-
quired level of rest-frame extinction given the observed lim-
its; and (ii) determine the properties of the bursts and their
circumburst environments. We follow the standard assump-
tions of synchrotron emission from a power-law distribution
of electrons (N(γ)∝ γ−p for γ ≥ γm) with constant fractions
of the post-shock energy density imparted to the electrons (ǫe)
and magnetic fields (ǫB). The additional free parameters of
the model are the isotropic-equivalent blast-wave kinetic en-
ergy (EK,iso), the circumburst density, (parametrized as n for
a constant density medium: ISM; or as A for a wind medium
with ρ(r) = Ar−2), and a jet break time (t j). To determine the
opening angle (θ j), we use the conversions from t j given by
Sari et al. (1999) and Chevalier & Li (2000), with the appro-
priate dependence on EK,iso and the circumburst density (n or
A, respectively).
Using the time evolution of the synchrotron spectrum for
both the ISM and wind density profiles in the pre- and post-jet
break phases (Chevalier & Li 2000; Granot & Sari 2002) we
simultaneously fit all X-ray and radio observations for each
burst. The resulting best-fit parameters are summarized in Ta-
bles 4 and 5 using redshifts of z = 1,2,3,4 for GRB 110709B
and z = 2 for GRB 111215A. In both cases we find that the
most stringent constraint on the rest-frame extinction are pro-
vided by the observed K-band limits. We use the SMC extinc-
tion curve to determine the rest-frame extinction, although the
Milky Way extinction curve gives similar results.
For GRB 110709B we find that the data favor a wind en-
vironment, with a jet break at t j ≈ 3.1 − 3.6 d, correspond-
ing to an opening angle, θ j, ≈ 9 − 23◦; the jet break oc-
curs earlier and the resulting opening angle is narrower as
the redshift increases from z = 1 to z = 4. The resulting
beaming-corrected energies are EK ≈ (0.4 − 1.7)× 1051 erg
and Eγ ≈ (5.4 − 10.6)× 1051 erg (in the observed 20 − 5000
keV fluence of the initial event). The circumburst density is
characterized by a mass loss rate of M˙ ≈ (4 − 8)× 10−5 M⊙
yr−1 for a wind velocity of vw = 103 km s−1 (i.e., A∗ ≈ 4 − 8).
Finally, using the near-IR Ks-band limit we find that the re-
quired extinction ranges from AhostV & 10.5 mag at z = 1 to
& 3.5 mag at z = 4. We note that the best-fit ISM model also
requires a high density of ∼ 10 − 100 cm−3 at z∼ 1 − 4.
For GRB 111215A we again find that a wind environment
provides a better fit, with a jet break at t j ≈ 12 d, cor-
responding to an opening angle of θ j ≈ 24◦. The result-
ing beaming-corrected energies are EK ≈ 3.7× 1051 erg and
Eγ ≈ 3.9×1051 erg (in the observed 15 − 150 keV band). The
circumburst density is characterized by a substantial mass loss
rate of M˙ ≈ 2×10−4 M⊙ yr−1 (for a wind velocity of vw = 103
km s−1). Finally, using the near-IR Ks-band limit we find a re-
quired extinction of AhostV & 8.5 mag. We note that the best-fit
ISM model also requires a density of ∼ 100 − 300 cm−3.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Extinction and Neutral Hydrogen Column Density
The large rest-frame extinction that is required to explain
the lack of optical and near-IR emission from GRBs 110709B
and 111215A is uncommon amongst known GRBs. In Fig-
ure 6 we plot the minimum values of AhostV for the two
bursts as a function of redshift, along with several compar-
ison samples from the literature of optically-bright bursts
and previous dark bursts. In general, optically-bright GRBs
have inferred extinction values of . 1 mag, with a mean
of ∼ 0.2 − 0.3 mag (Kann et al. 2006; Schady et al. 2007;
Perley et al. 2009b; Krühler et al. 2011). Dark GRBs span
AhostV ≈ 1 − 6 mag (Perley et al. 2009b; Krühler et al. 2011),
with the largest extinction values of ∼ 5 − 6 mag inferred
for GRBs 061222, 070306, and 070521 (Perley et al. 2009b;
Krühler et al. 2011). In this context, the extinction values
measured here are at the top of the distribution, AhostV & 5.3
mag (110709B) and & 8.5 mag (111215A) at z = 2.
In Figure 7 we plot the intrinsic neutral hydrogen col-
umn densities, NH,int, from our X-ray analysis as a func-
tion of redshift, in comparison with the population of all
Swift long GRBs with known redshifts (up to December
2010; Margutti et al. 2012). We find that GRBs 110709B
and 111215A lie at the upper end of the distribution for long
GRBs. In particular, at a fiducial redshift of z = 2 they have
log(NH,int) ≈ 22.1 and ≈ 22.5, respectively, in comparison
to the median value of all detections and upper limits of
〈log(NH,int)〉 ≈ 21.7. This result confirms recent suggestions
that dark GRBs have systematically larger neutral hydrogen
columns, generally with log(NH,int) & 22 (Perley et al. 2009a;
Campana et al. 2012); see Figure 7. Indeed, only a handful of
events in the Swift sample have values of NH,int that are com-
parable to that of GRB 111215A. The same conclusion is true
for GRB 110709B if it resides at the upper end of the allowed
redshift distribution (z ∼ 3 − 4), although at z ∼ 1 its neutral
hydrogen column is typical of the overall long GRB popula-
tion.
A correlation between extinction and NH is known to ex-
ist in the Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds, with NH ≈
2 × 1021 AV cm−2 (Predehl & Schmitt 1995; Güver & Özel
2009). As shown in Figure 8, optically-bright GRBs gener-
ally have lower values of AhostV than would be inferred from
this relation (e.g., Galama & Wijers 2001), with mean values
of NH,int ≈ 5× 1021 cm−2 and AhostV ≈ 0.2 − 0.3 mag; the ex-
pected extinction based on the Galactic relation is AhostV ≈ 2.5
mag. Dark GRBs also generally have lower extinction than
expected, with NH,int ≈ (5 − 50)× 1021 cm−2 and AhostV ≈ 1 − 5
mag, whereas extinctions of AhostV ≈ 5 − 25 mag would be ex-
pected.
For the bursts presented here we find potentially different
results. GRB 111215A agrees with the Galactic relation if it
resides at the lower redshift bound (z ≈ 1.8), in which case
NH,int ≈ 2.5× 1022 cm−2 and AhostV & 11 mag. At the higher
redshift bound (z ≈ 2.7) we find NH,int ≈ 5× 1022 cm−2 and
AhostV & 6 mag (with an expected AhostV ≈ 23 mag). This is
still consistent with the Galactic relation since we only place
a lower bound on AhostV . Similarly, GRB 110709B crosses the
Galactic relation at z ≈ 2, with NH,int ≈ 1.2× 1022 cm−2 and
AhostV & 5.3 mag. However, at z. 2 it has larger extinction than
expected; for example, at z = 1 we measure AhostV & 10.5 mag
7compared to the expected value of ≈ 2.5 mag. At z & 2 the
situation is similar to GRB 111215A, namely the minimum
value of AhostV is below the expected Galactic relation, but this
is only a lower limit. We therefore conclude that the dark
bursts with the largest known extinction values are potentially
in line with the Galactic NH − AV relation, although they may
also reside below the expected correlation in line with the bulk
of the GRB population.
4.2. Explosion and Circumburst Properties of Dark Bursts
A few previous dark GRBs have been localized to sub-
arcsecond precision in the radio. GRB 970828 was detected
in a single radio observation with Fν(8.46GHz) = 147± 33
µJy (4.5σ), but was not detected in observations only 1 d
earlier and 2 d later (Djorgovski et al. 2001). This single
marginal detection was used to refine the position from the
X-ray region of 10′′ radius, and to claim an association with a
galaxy at z = 0.958. The inferred extinction at this redshift is
AhostV & 3.8 mag. GRB 000210 was localized to sub-arcsecond
precision with Chandra, and was also marginally detected in
the single epoch in the radio with Fν(8.46GHz) = 93± 21
µJy (4.4σ; Piro et al. 2002). The associated host galaxy has
z = 0.846, and the inferred extinction is AhostV ≈ 0.9 − 3.2 mag.
GRB 020819 was detected at high significance in several
epochs of radio observations, leading to an association with
a face-on spiral galaxy at z = 0.410 (Jakobsson et al. 2005).
The required extinction was a mild AhostV ≈ 0.6 − 1.5 mag. Fi-
nally, GRB 051022 was localized using radio and millimeter
observations to a host galaxy at z = 0.809, requiring an extinc-
tion of AhostV & 3.5 mag (Castro-Tirado et al. 2007; Rol et al.
2007). Broad-band modeling indicates a beaming-corrected
energy of≈ 1051 erg, and a circumburst density characterized
by M˙ ≈ 3× 10−7 M⊙ yr−1 (Rol et al. 2007).
The beaming-corrected energy inferred for GRBs 110709B
and 111215A, Eγ + EK ≈ (7 − 9)× 1051 erg, is not unusual
for long GRBs, although it is somewhat higher than the
median value of ≈ 3× 1051 erg (e.g., Panaitescu & Kumar
2002; Berger et al. 2003b; Cenko et al. 2011). On the other
hand, the inferred densities are substantial, with inferred
mass loss rates of about 6× 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 (110709B) and
2× 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 (111215A). At the radii appropriate for
the jet break times of the two bursts, r ≈ (1.2 − 1.4)× 1017
cm (Chevalier & Li 2000), these mass loss rates correspond
to particle densities of about 100 and 350 cm−3, respectively,
higher than typical values for long GRBs, which are∼ 0.1−30
cm−3 (e.g., Chevalier & Li 2000; Panaitescu & Kumar 2002).
If confirmed with future detailed observations of dark bursts,
the high densities may be indicative of larger mass loss rates
for long GRBs in dusty, and hence metal rich environments.
Such a trend may be expected if the mass loss is driven by
radiation pressure mediated by metal lines (Vink & de Koter
2005).
4.3. Burst Durations
The durations of GRB 110709B (T90 ≈ 850 s) and
GRB 111215A (T90 ≈ 800 s) are extremely long. To assess
whether this type of unusually long duration correlates with
optical/near-IR darkness, we collect all Swift bursts with du-
rations of & 500 s, excluding nearby sub-energetic GRBs
(e.g., XRF 060218, GRB 100316D). The sample includes 9
events14 of which three bursts are dark (060929, 110709B,
14 These are GRBs 041219A, 050820A, 060123, 060124, 060929, 091024,
110709B, 111016A, and 111215A.
111215A), five have optical and/or near-IR detections with
no clear evidence for extinction, and one event lacks rapid
follow-up observations. Thus, at least ∼ 1/3 of these events
are dark, similar to the fraction of dark bursts in the overall
long GRB population. We therefore conclude that there is
no obvious correlation between unusually long duration and
darkness, with the caveat that the current sample size is small.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Using X-ray, optical/near-IR, and radio observations we
have demonstrated that: (i) GRBs 110709B and 111215A are
dark bursts; (ii) they are robustly associated with galaxies at
z . 4 (110709B) and z ≈ 1.8 − 2.7 (111215A); (iii) they re-
quire unusually large rest-frame extinction of AhostV & 5.3 mag(110709B) and & 8.5 mag (111215A) at z = 2; (iv) they ex-
hibit commensurately large neutral hydrogen column densi-
ties in their X-ray spectra, NH,int ≈ (1 − 3)× 1022 cm−2, which
at z∼ 2 are consistent with the Galactic NH − AV relation, un-
like the overall long GRB population; and (v) their circum-
burst environments on a sub-parsec scale are shaped by large
progenitor mass loss rates of ≈ (6 − 20)× 10−5 M⊙ yr−1.
Radio observations played a critical role in this study for
three reasons. First, they provided sub-arcsecond positions,
which led to a secure identification of the host galaxies. This
allowed us to distinguish the extinction scenario from a high-
redshift origin. Second, the combination of radio and X-ray
data allowed us to robustly determine the required extinction,
instead of simply assuming an optical to X-ray spectral index.
Indeed, in cases with only X-ray data the unknown location
of the synchrotron cooling frequency prevents a unique de-
termination of the extinction. Finally, the radio and X-ray
data allowed us to determine the burst parameters, including
the geometry, beaming-corrected energy, and the circumburst
density. We find that the energy scale for GRBs 110709B
and 111215A is similar to the overall population of optically-
bright GRBs. However, the inferred mass loss rates are larger
by about an order magnitude compared to optically-bright
bursts, potentially indicating that GRB progenitors in dusty
environments have stronger metal line driven winds.
The increased sensitivity of the JVLA played an important
role in the study and utilization of the radio afterglow. ALMA
will provide similar capabilities, with an expected spatial res-
olution of about 0.04 − 5′′ at 100 GHz (depending on con-
figuration), and hence an assured sub-arcsecond centroiding
accuracy for signal-to-noise ratios of & 10 even in the most
compact configuration. As demonstrated here, Chandra ob-
servations can also provide sub-arcsecond positions, but such
observations may not be available for all dark GRB candidates
(e.g., GRB 111215A). In addition, Chandra data will not en-
hance the ability to determine the required extinction through
broad-band modeling.
The JVLA and ALMA will also allow us to study the host
galaxies of GRBs 110709B and 111215A (as well as those of
past and future dark bursts) in greater detail than optical/near-
IR studies alone. In particular, they will address the ques-
tion of highly-obscured star formation in these galaxies, and
may even lead to redshift determinations through the detec-
tion of molecular lines. Existing observations with the VLA
and the MAMBO and SCUBA bolometers (in the small sam-
ples published to-date) have led to only a few detections of
GRB hosts (Berger et al. 2003a), with no obvious preference
for dark burst hosts (Barnard et al. 2003). However, the en-
hanced sensitivity of ALMA will allow for detections even
with star formation rates of tens of M⊙ yr−1 at z∼ 2. The com-
8bination of detailed host galaxy properties from rest-frame ra-
dio to UV, coupled with measurements of the local environ-
ments of dark bursts through broad-band afterglow modeling
will shed light on the location of the obscuring dust (interstel-
lar vs. circumstellar) and the impact of metallicity on GRB
progenitor formation.
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TABLE 1
GROND OBSERVATIONS OF GRB 110709B
UT Date δt Timespan Upper Limits Timespan Upper Limits
(d) (s) (s)
g ′ r ′ i ′ z ′ J H Ks
2011 Jul 9.949 0.051 585 20.76 20.53 20.32 20.49 621 20.03 19.02 18.79
2011 Jul 10.009 0.111 2311 24.26 24.57 23.83 23.61 2335 20.83 20.00 19.27
2011 Jul 10.045 0.147 1633 22.61 22.80 22.39 21.12 1640 19.83 18.83 18.66
2011 Jul 10.003 a 0.105 5275 23.63 23.89 23.28 23.09 5282 21.16 19.83 19.40
NOTE. — Date specifies the mid-time of the observations, and timespan is the duration of the observations. All
magnitudes are upper limits in the AB system, uncorrected for Galactic extinction.
a Results from stacking all three epochs.
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TABLE 2
JVLA OBSERVATIONS OF GRB 110709B
UT Date δt ν Fν
(d) (GHz) (µJy)
2011 Jul 11.97 2.07 5.8 190± 14
2011 Jul 12.92 3.02 5.8 250± 27
2011 Jul 16.88 6.98 5.8 310± 18
2011 Jul 21.97 12.07 5.8 210± 14
2011 Jul 29.96 20.06 5.8 98± 17
2011 Aug 19.85 40.59 5.8 98± 6
2011 Sep 17.70 69.72 5.8 < 38 a
2011 Jul 22.01 12.11 21.8 < 135
NOTE. — Dates specify the mid-time of the
observations.
a Upper limits are 3σ.
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TABLE 3
RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF GRB 111215A
Telescope UT Date δt ν Fν
(d) (GHz) (µJy)
JVLA 2011 Dec 17.00 1.41 4.9 < 115 a
6.7 < 93
2011 Dec 23.05 7.46 4.9 470± 28
6.7 460± 34
2011 Dec 29.03 13.44 4.9 300± 21
6.7 540± 19
2011 Dec 31.00 15.41 4.9 820± 30
6.7 1180± 30
2012 Jan 10.99 26.40 4.9 590± 33
6.7 820± 36
2012 Jan 29.84 45.25 4.9 420± 52
6.7 400± 55
2012 Mar 12.82 88.23 4.9 330± 39
6.7 300± 34
2011 Dec 31.00 15.41 8.4 1340± 63
2012 Jan 10.99 26.40 8.4 880± 120
2012 Jan 29.84 45.25 8.4 470± 81
2012 Mar 12.82 88.23 8.4 240± 95
2011 Dec 18.93 3.35 19.1 1520± 74
24.4 1990± 47
2011 Dec 27.08 11.49 19.1 1670± 47
24.4 1650± 74
2011 Dec 31.00 15.41 19.1 1530± 49
24.4 1370± 62
2012 Jan 10.99 26.40 19.1 840± 65
24.4 730± 78
2012 Jan 29.84 45.25 19.1 500± 66
24.4 460± 69
2012 Mar 12.82 88.23 19.1 214± 66
24.4 180± 72
CARMA 2011 Dec 17.05 1.46 93 3400± 290
2011 Dec 20.02 4.43 93 2500± 330
2011 Dec 22.04 6.45 93 2500± 300
2011 Dec 24.10 8.51 93 2200± 270
2011 Dec 26.01 10.42 93 2200± 270
2012 Jan 1.14 16.55 93 1500± 340
SMA 2011 Dec 18.30 2.71 230 < 2600
NOTE. — Dates specify the mid-time of the observations.
a Upper limits are 3σ.
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TABLE 4
RESULTS OF BROAD-BAND AFTERGLOW MODELING
FOR GRB 110709B
Parameter z = 1 z = 2 z = 3 z = 4
EK,iso,52 (erg) 0.5 2.8 7.1 13.2
A∗ (5× 1011 g cm−1) 4.0 5.7 7.2 8.5
ǫ¯e 0.18 0.11 0.08 0.07
ǫB 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
p 2.07 2.06 2.05 2.05
t j (d) 3.65 3.45 3.27 3.11
θ j(rad) 0.40 0.25 0.19 0.16
EK,51 (erg) 0.4 0.9 1.3 1.7
Eγ,iso,52 a (erg) 7.0 26 52 83
Eγ,51 (erg) 5.4 8.0 9.4 10.6
AV b (mag) & 10.5 & 5.3 & 4.4 & 3.4
NOTE. — See §3 for description of model parameters.
a Using the Konus-WIND 20 − 5000 keV fluence.
b Using the SMC extinction curve.
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TABLE 5
RESULTS OF BROAD-BAND AFTERGLOW
MODELING FOR GRB 111215A
Parameter z = 2 z = 3
EK,iso,52 (erg) 4.3 10.6
A∗ (5× 1011 g cm−1) 19 26
ǫ¯e 0.22 0.18
ǫB 2.2× 10−4 1.5× 10−4
p 2.35 2.35
t j (d) 12 12
θ j (rad) 0.42 0.33
EK,51 (erg) 3.7 5.7
Eγ,iso,52 a (erg) 4.5 9.0
Eγ,51 (erg) 3.9 4.9
AV b (mag) & 8.5 & 6.8
NOTE. — See §3 for description of model pa-
rameters.
a Using the fluence in the Swift/BAT 15 − 150 keV
band.
b Using the SMC extinction curve.
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FIG. 1.— X-ray (black) and radio (blue) light curves of GRB 110709B, with near-IR limits (red triangles). For the purpose of display, the XRT data are binned
by orbit at δt . 2 d and by multiple orbits thereafter. The Chandra 3σ upper limit at δt ≈ 113 d is indicated with a black arrow. Afterglow model fits in each band
are shown with solid lines. To satisfy the near-IR upper limits we require AV & 3.4 − 10.5 mag (for z = 4 to 1; dashed red line). The derived afterglow parameters
for GRB 110709B are listed in Table 4.
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FIG. 2.— X-ray (black) and radio (blue) light curves of GRB 111215A, with near-IR limits (red triangle). Afterglow model fits in each band are shown with
solid lines. To explain the near-IR upper limit we require AV & 8.5 mag (dashed line, assuming z = 2). The derived afterglow parameters are listed in Table 5.
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FIG. 3.— Radio light curves of GRB 111215A at 5.8, 8.4, 19.1, 24.4, and 93 GHz. Afterglow model fits are shown with the solid lines. The derived afterglow
parameters are listed in Table 5.
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FIG. 4.— HST/WFC3 images of the host galaxy of GRB 110709B. The XRT error circle (1.4′′ radius; 90% containment) is indicated with the black circle.
The JVLA afterglow position is shown with a blue circle (0.22′′ radius; 1σ systematic), while the Chandra position is shown with a red circle (0.10′′ ; 1σ). The
JVLA and Chandra positions coincide with a galaxy that we consider to be the host of GRB 110709B.
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FIG. 5.— Gemini/GMOS i-band image of the host galaxy of GRB 111215A. The XRT error circle (1.4′′ radius; 90% containment) is indicated with the black
circle. The JVLA and CARMA afterglow positions are shown with a blue circle (0.13′′ ; 1σ systematic) coinciding with a galaxy that we consider to be the host
of GRB 111215A.
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FIG. 6.— Rest-frame extinction (AhostV ) versus redshift for GRBs 110709B (blue triangles) and 111215A (red triangle); for both bursts these are lower limits.
Previous dark bursts are marked with solid symbols. Triangles indicate limits on AhostV and/or redshift. Allowed values for GRBs without firm redshifts are
indicated by black lines (Perley et al. 2009a). Optically-bright GRBs are marked with open symbols; these bursts generally have AhostV . 1 mag. GRBs 110709B
and 111215A exhibit some of the highest extinction values to date.
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FIG. 7.— Intrinsic neutral hydrogen column density (NH,int) inferred from X-ray observations versus redshift for GRBs 110709B and 111215A (contours).
The allowed redshift ranges for each burst are marked by the gray shaded regions. For comparison, we overlay data for long GRBs in the Swift sample up to
December 2010 (Margutti et al. 2012); dark bursts are marked by blue/black circles, while optically-bright events are marked by gray circles. GRBs 110709B
and 111215A clearly lie in the upper portion of the NH,int distribution of long GRBs, as expected for dark bursts.
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FIG. 8.— Rest-frame extinction (AhostV ) versus intrinsic neutral hydrogen column density (NH,int) inferred from X-ray observations for GRBs 110709B (blue
triangles) and 111215A (red triangle). For comparison, we plot the same sample of bursts shown in Figure 6. The diagonal lines indicate the empirical AV − NH
relations for the Milky Way and Magellanic Clouds. Most GRBs exhibit lower values of AhostV than expected from the local relations, but GRBs 110709B and
111215A may be consistent with these relations.
